To integrate all analytical methods into one vacuum chamber, a new approach for the design of the positioning stage was considered and a patent has recently been submitted (Nr.: 10 2012 000 736.1).
The 5-axis positioning stage enables a 2D mapping of the whole wafer surface, as well as height and incident angle adjustment. 
Tool performance and costs

Complementary Methodologies for Thin Film Characterization in One Tool -a Novel Instrumentation for 450 mm Wafers
Advantages and success of complementary metrology
The scaling down of critical dimensions for the manufacture of nanoelectronics requires the continuous introduction of new materials. The request for validation, assurance, and support using differing analytical methods is driving the integration of multiple methods into one tool. The goal of the design study was to highlight all aspects, e.g. economic and scientific, of the design and the realization of a metrology platform for wafers with a diameter of 450 mm. The criteria studied are the analytical performance of the methods, which includes the determination of structural and compositional information including material parameters of surfaces on wafers with a diameter of 450 mm complementarity of the analytical techniques, which means the usage of different analytical techniques to assess the surface to improve the reliability and traceability of the results tool performance (e.g. spatial resolution, measurement speed, mechanical components) costs
Complementarity of the analytical techniques
The support and validation matrix shows how a method (rows) can help another method (colums) to improve or complement the results. 
